
 

 Table Top Rally edition 12: North Yorkshire virtual rally 

 

Section 1 

1. Which village do you pass through?                    Fewston 
2. Which reservoirs do you pass between?            Fewston & Swinsty 

Section 2 

1. Which reservoir do you pass to the south of?                      Thruscross 
2. Which two map features do you pass shortly after .277?  Water Tower & cemetery 

Section 3 

1. Name the beck you pass over more than once?                    Darley Beck 
2. What is the name of the mill you pass within 500m towards end of section?                                         

Hartwith Mill 

Section 4 

1. In Darley Head in which direction do you approach the PH?     NW 
2. Which American base camp do you pass?                                     Menwith 

Section 5 

1. Other than .218 which spot heights do you pass?   121, 81, 102,  
2. In which direction do you leave junction 6?          NW 
3. In which direction do you leave junction 18?           SSE 
4. How many junctions do you pass through?              42 

All credit should go to whoever organised a Northern Rally some years ago as mentioned by 
Annabel and others on the forum.  This was the inspiration for the little teezer but the CoC has 
no idea if the box entry is in the same place nor if they are the same parameters!  

 
Editor’s notes regarding the maze: 
We found an alternative route that met the brief, but was 0.3 mile longer.  The difference is 
indicated on the map with a dotted line and would give you different answers to questions 2 and 
3 in Section 5.  In real life you would have missed a route board or two! 

There are a few junctions here which are borderline as to whether they are one staggered 
junction, or two separate ones.  We’ve followed the HRCR guidelines on this, which can be 
simplified to: if you could bicycle through a junction without turning a wheel – albeit using the 
wrong side of the road, then it’s a single one -  e.g. the crossroads at 232½591.  Whereas that at 
241590 counts as two separate ones. 


